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Exicom expands into the UK Market, introduces a range of EV Chargers with first-of-its-kind features
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Exicoms's Smart EV Chargers for Smart Grids
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Range Anxiety, Switch to Ultra-Fast EV Charging Technology
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Cruising into the future of sustainable mobility with heavy-duty EV chargers for electric SUVs
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Exicom Unveils "Spin Air EV AC Charger": EV Chargers with New Features
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Exicom Expands in Southeast Asia, Partners with INNOPOWER Co. Ltd. for Exclusive Distribution in Thailand
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Debunking Common EV Charging Myths
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Aesthetic electric vehicle chargers elevating contemporary living
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Year-Round EV Charger Care Tips for Extreme Weather Protection
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Power your dealership with the right EV charging equipment
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1000 chargers in 1000 days across the country
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Here’s how smart charging is revolutionizing how you power your EV
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Unlocking Efficiency and Cost Savings
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Powering sustainable mobility: EV chargers in offices, restaurants, and malls
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Powering Premium Auto Brands in the Philippines
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Exicom and Kia Motors transform charging experience across 12 Cities
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Time to bring EV charging stations to our parking spots
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Exicom empowering residential EV charging Pan India
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Exicom powers Mercedes-Benz dealerships with high-performance EV chargers in India
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EV workplace charging: an upcoming office amenity
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Top factors to consider before installing an EV charger at home
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All About EV Charging
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Exicom emerges as largest EV charging brand in Malaysia
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Here is everything you need to know about types of EV Chargers in India
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India's most popular EVs and their charging times...
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Making residential electric vehicle charging a success in India!
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Exicom building EV charger plant In hyderabad; invests INR 100 Cr
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Exclusive: future EV charging technologies that will drive electric vehicle adoption in India
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Exicom's Kashmir to Kanyakumari EV Drive
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Smart solutions for e-mobility: Navigating complexities of charging infrastructure
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EV charging solutions provider Exicom to enter Europe
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Spin by Exicom Is something that you’ll need for your EV
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How technology is revolutionizing personal EV charging space
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Anant Nahata, Managing Director of Exicom, talks about EV ecosystem
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Exicom to form separate entities for EV chargers, batteries
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